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Abstrat
We show that the transformation properties of the mean eld slave
boson/fermion order parameters under an ation of the global SU(2)
group impose ertain restritions on their appliations to desribe the
phase diagram of the t-J model.
1 Introdution
The mean eld (MF) slave-boson/fermion theory is a ommonly used ap-
proah to address the t-J model when dealing with spin-harge separation
in the ontext of a spin liquid, or the resonating valene bond (RVB) state.
Within this sheme a spin-harge separation an be intuitively implemented
representing the eletron operator by a produt of two ommuting operators
that arry separately spin and harge degrees of freedom. Namely, by intro-
duing the slave boson (SB)[1℄ one rewrites the on-site eletron operator in
the form,
ciσ = fiσ b
†
i , (1)
where bi is a harged spinless (slave) boson operator (holon), while fiσ is a
neutral, spin 1/2 fermion operator (spinon) satisfying the onstraint of no
1
double eletron oupany (NDEO)
b†ibi +
∑
σ=↑,↓
f †σifiσ = 1. (2)
Alternatively, one an also introdue a spinless fermion fi to desribe the
harge degree of freedom and a spinning boson biσ to desribe the spin
degree of freedom. This is the slave fermion (SF) approah [2, 3℄ ,
ciσ = biσf
†
i (3)
The NDEO onstraint now reads
f †i fi +
∑
σ=↑,↓
b†σibiσ = 1. (4)
In priniple, both the SF and SB theories should produe physially iden-
tial results for the t-J model. However, in the MF approximation they give
very dierent phase diagrams [4, 5, 6℄. In partiular, in the SB version the
antiferromagneti (AF) orrelation is absent even for zero doping. Alterna-
tively, in the SF approah, the ground state is antiferromagneti for the un-
doped ase and the long-range order persists until very high doping (δc ∼ 0.6)
[5℄. It is ommonly believed that these dierent results are due to the fat
that in the MF approximation the ruial single oupany onstraint given
by eq.(2)/eq.(4) is taken into aount only on average. We show however that
there is in fat another important reason for this disrepany even within the
standard MF approximation. We all attention to the fat that the SB and
SF RVB singlet order parameters (OP) transform in dierent ways under a
global SU(2) ation that leaves the t-J hamiltonian invariant. While the RVB
SB OP χSBij =< fi↑fj↓−fi↓fj↑ > is SU(2) invariant and, it is, therefore, more
onvenient to desribe a phase with unbroken SU(2) symmetry, the SF RVB
OP χSFij =< bi↑bj↓ − bi↓bj↑ >breaks this symmetry expliitly and, therefore,
seems more suitable for the desription of the AF ordered state.
2 General Symmetry Considerations
Let us start by rst disussing the symmetry properties of the t-J hamilto-
nian,
Ht−J = −t
∑
<ij>σ
(c†iσcjσ +H.c.) + J
∑
<ij>
(
SiSj −
1
4
ninj
)
, (5)
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where Si = c
†
iσci/2 - eletron spin operators with σ as Pauli matries, and
ni =
∑
σ c
†
iσciσ is the eletron number operator. The hamiltonian (5) is
dened in a restrited Hilbert spae without double eletron oupany.
It is lear, that the total number of the eletrons, N =
∑
i ni is onserved,
whih results in the global U(1) symmetry of eq.(5). Besides, the spin op-
erators S =
∑
i Si generate global SU(2) rotations of the eletron operators
(c↑, c↓) whih transform as SU(2) doublet,(
ci↑
ci↓
)
→
(
ci↑
ci↓
)′
=
(
u v
−v¯ u¯
)(
ci↑
ci↓
)
,
(
u v
−v¯ u¯
)
∈ SU(2), (6)
leaving again the hamiltonian (5) invariant. Note that the SU(2) group
parameters u and v are taken to be site-independent.Thus the t-J hamiltonian
(5) possesses the global U(1)× SU(2) symmetry.
Within the MF approximation the spin liquid phase of the t-J model is
believed to be adequately desribed by the globally SU(2) invariant RVB
eletron spin singlet OP χij ≡< ci↑cj↓ − ci↓cj↑ >[7℄. It however breaks the
U(1) global symmetry related to the onservation of the total number of the
eletrons. In the slave-partile representations the RVB OP takes on the
following representations,
χij =< b
†
ib
†
j >< fi↑fj↓ − fi↓fj↑ >
or
χij =< f
†
i f
†
j >< bi↑bj↓ − bi↓bj↑ > .
Although both deompositions of χij are SU(2) invariant their single on-
stituents in general need not be so. This is beause there is an additional U(1)
loal gauge invariane under the transformation fi → fi e
iϑi, bi → bi e
−iϑi
that leaves eqs.(1,3) intat. To appropriately redue the number of degrees
of freedom , one should gauge-x ϑi. The important point is that the
gauge xing must be SU(2) invariant. In other words, the gauge xing must
be ompatible with the SU(2) invariane of the RVB OP χij . As we shall
see, this imposes some restritions on the transformation properties of the f
and b elds.
3 Slave Fermion Representation
Let us, rst, onsider the SF ase. It will be more onvenient to deal with
the SF path-integral representation of the t-J partition funtion. Within that
representation the lassial ounterparts of eqs.(3) and (4) read
ciσ = biσ f¯i, (7)
3
f¯ifi +
∑
σ=↑,↓
b¯σibiσ = 1, (8)
respetively, where now ciσ and fi are omplex Grassmann parameters, whereas
biσ stands for omplex -numbers.The OPs are now understood to be the
path-integral everages, e.g.,
< bi↑bj↓−bi↓bj↑ >=
∫
Dµ(bi↑bj↓−bi↓bj↑)e
SSF
t−J
(f,b↑,b↓)/
∫
DµeS
SF
t−J
(f,b↑,b↓), (9)
where SSFt−J(f, b↑, b↓)) is the t-J ation in the SF representation (7).
It is learly seen that eq.(7) inreases the number of degrees of freedom
by two. The onstraint (8) takes are of one of them, and the extra one must
be dealt with by the xing of the U(1) loal gauge. This is ahieved by xing
the phase of one of the bosoni elds, by requiring, e.g., that arg bi↓ = 0. In
other words, to x the gauge, we impose the ondition
arg bi↓ =
1
2i
log
bi↓
b¯i↓
= 0. (10)
Let us rst assume that the biσ elds transform in a linear spinor repre-
sentation of SU(2) just as true fermioni amplitudes:
b′i↑ = ubi↑ + vbi↓,
b′i↓ = u¯bi↓ − v¯bi↑ (11)
If this is the ase, the slave fermion fi should be a SU(2) salar. However
alulating the phase of the transformed operators gives
arg b′i↓ =
1
2i
log
b′i↓
b¯′i↓
=
1
2i
log
−v¯bi↑ + u¯bi↓
−vb¯i↑ + ub¯i↓
=
1
2i
log
−v¯zi + u¯
−vz¯i + u
6= 0, zi ≡ bi↑/bi↓.
This tells us that eq.(10) is not truly SU(2) ovariant. Nevertheless, the
ovariane an be restored if we multiply eq.(11) by an appropriate phase
fator:
b′i↑ = e
iψi(ubi↑ + vbi↓),
b′i↓ = e
iψi(u¯bi↓ − v¯bi↑), (12)
where
iψi =
1
2
log
−vz¯i + u
−v¯zi + u¯
. (13)
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In this way we an guarantee that arg b′i↓ = 0. The same kind of phase fator
shows up in the transformation law of the SU(2) ovariant Kaehler potential
K = s log(1 + |z|2) for a spin s. In fat, under SU(2) rotations of the two-
sphere S
2
, or, equivalently, of the projetive spae CP 1, one gets
K → K + ϕ+ ϕ¯, ϕ = −s log(−v¯z + u¯),
so that iψ = ϕ − ϕ¯ at s = 1/2. Equation (4) denes a supersphere CP 1|1
(see Appendix) whose body[8℄ oinides with the CP 1 manifold. Sine CP 1
is a ompat manifold, SU(2) ats on it in a nonlinear way. For this reason,
the funtion ψ is a natural ingredient in the SU(2) transformation law for
the SF elds.
Sine the true eletron operators ciσ are by denition transformed aord-
ing to eq.(6) we onlude that the slave fermion must transform as
fi → f
′
i = e
−iψifi. (14)
Despite the expliit site dependene of ψi through the zi eld, eqs.(12,14)
represent global SU(2) transformations (the group parameters u and v are
site - independent).This transformation has also nothing to do with the above
disussed loal U(1) gauge invariane of the t-J model in the slave-partile
representation. In fat we have already taken are of that gauge freedom by
imposing the ondition (10).
As is shown in the Appendix our somewhat heuristi argumentation that
lead to (12,14) an be made rigorous by employing the su(2|1) superalgebra
representation of the Hubbard operators. Suh a representation follows if we
expliitly resolve the onstraint of no double oupany (8) whih is basially
an equation of the SU(2|1) homogeneous supersphere embedded into a at
superspae. The spin group SU(2), being a subgroup of SU(2|1), ats on a
supersphere homogeneously and in a nonlinear way, whih reasserts itself in
the highly nonlinear transformation laws for the f and bσ elds under the
SU(2) ation.
Sine both the SF ation and the measure fator in eq.(9) are SU(2)
invariant, this means that, under (12,14), the SF RVB OPs are not SU(2)
invariant. They transform simply as
< bi↑bj↓ − bi↓bj↑ > → e
i(ψi+ψj) < bi↑bj↓ − bi↓bj↑ >, (15)
< f †i f
†
j > → e
−i(ψi+ψj) < f †i f
†
j > .
As a result this naturally explains why the use of the SF OPs is more appro-
priate for the desription a phase with a broken SU(2) magneti symmetry
and may produe quite unreliable results for the doping regions whih are not
magnetially ordered. This has already been impliitly onrmed by diret
alulations in the SF MF approximation[5℄.
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4 Slave Boson Representation
We turn now to the SB ase. Within the SB path-integral representation of
the t-J partition funtion we get the operator lassial ounterparts
ciσ = fiσ b¯i, (16)
b¯ibi +
∑
σ=↑,↓
f¯σifiσ = 1, (17)
where now ciσ and fiσ are omplex Grassmann parameters, and the bis stand
for omplex -numbers. We an now x the loal U(1) gauge by hoosing
arg bi = 0. Sine Grassmann parameters are not c-valued numbers, we are
not able to x the phase of the fσ eld, by demanding, e.g.,that log
f↓
f¯↓
= 0.
This expression is just meaningless for Grassmann variables..
It an easily be heked that the SU(2) transformations lead to
f ′i↑ = ufi↑ + vfi↓, (18)
f ′i↓ = u¯fi↓ − v¯fi↑
b′i = bi
whih are ompatible with the gauge xing ondition, arg bi = 0. Therefore,
the SB RVB OPs < fi↑fj↓ − fi↓fj↑ > as well as < b
†
ib
†
j > are SU(2) invariant
and are more suitable to the desription of the doping range not assoiated
with magneti ordering, i.e., the superonduting phase[4℄.
5 Conlusion
To onlude, mathematially, the distintions in the transformation proper-
ties between SF and SB amplitudes an be attributed to the fat that eq.(8)
denes a supermanifold, CP 1|1 that has a ompat body manifold CP 1. In
ontrast, eq.(17) denes a supermanifold CP 0|2 whih is essentially fermioni
and ontains no ompat body manifold. Our results explain quite naturally
why the SF mean eld approximations produe qualitatively good results for
magnetially ordered state whereas the SB representation is more appropri-
ate to represent the superonduting state at larger dopings.
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Appendix
In this Appendix we derive rigorously eqs.(12,14).
First, we show that onstraint of no double oupany (8) is expliitly
resolved in terms of the su(2|1) path-integral representation used in Refs.[9℄.
We start with the path-integral SF representation of the t-J partition funtion
(9). Basi ingredients that enter the SF path-integral ation are the lassial
symbols of the SF Hubbard operators X . Let Xλλ‘, λ = 1, 2, 3 be a 3 × 3
matrix of the Hubbard operator X . Consider a omplex omposite vetor
dt = (b↑, b↓, f)
t
. Then, the SF representation reads Xcl =
∑
λ d¯λXλλ‘dλ‘,
where ∑
λ
d¯λdλ = b¯↑b↑ + b¯↓b↓ + f¯ f = 1
at every lattie site. Let us now make a hange of variables that expliitly
resolves this onstraint,
b↑ =
z√
1 + |z|2 + ξ¯ξ
, b↓ =
1√
1 + |z|2 + ξ¯ξ
,
f =
ξ√
1 + |z|2 + ξ¯ξ
. (19)
Geometrially, the set (z, ξ) appears as loal (projeted) oordinates of a
point on the supersphere CP 1|1 dened by eq.(8).They are related to the
homogeneous (dened up to a saling fator) oordinates by z = b↑/b↓, ξ =
f/b↓, b↓ 6= 0. Note that aording to our hoie, arg b↓ = 0.
In terms of the loal oordinates, SU(2) ats on a supersphere by the
linear frational transformations,
z → z′ =
uz + v
−v¯z + u¯
, ξ → ξ′ =
ξ
−v¯z + u¯
,
(
u v
−v¯ u¯
)
∈ SU(2), (20)
Substituting this into eq.(19) results in eqs.(12,14).
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